DE

Last Name.

First Name.

Artis

Jaquan.

Height: 6’2.

Weight: 245.

ATHLETIC ABILITY

OLB

College.

Position.

Final Grade

Lenoir-Rhyne.

DE/OLB

6.10

40 speed: 4.83.

Test Score

Section Grade: 5.6

QAB.

6.0.

C.O.D.

5.5.

FLEXIBILITY

5.5

COORDINATION.

5.5

Section Summary: Shows good quickness and agility . Good length and a great first step off the L.O.S.
Undersized DE in college but was very productive with solid coordination and angles when in pursuit of
the ball carrier.

COMPETITIVENESS

Section Grade: 6.83

Toughness : 7.0
Clutch Play: 7.0
Production: 7.0
Consistency: 6.0
Team Player: 7.0
Pride/ Quit: 7.0

Section Summary: Smart player who should good reaction and instincts. Never give up attitude and
made plenty of big plays in his career, from force fumbles, sacks and tackles for loss. You don’t become
SAC Player of the year with being someone the team can count on in the clutch.

MENTAL ALERTNESS.
Learn/Retain: 6.0

Section Grade: 6.0

Inst/Reaction: 6.0
Concentration: 6.0
Section Summary: Intelligent and alert player who knows his responsibility. Knows how to use his
quickness well and showed a great motor play I and play out when playing the run or pass. Motivation
spurs his concentration which highlights his knowledge of the game with his athleticism.

STRENGTH/EXPLOSION.
Body Type:

6.0

Durability:

6.0

Explosion:

6.0

Section Grade: 6.0

Play Strength: 6.0
Section Summary: Great size for a OLB. More quicker than fast with a great first step. Definitely showed
a lot of success in tackling ball carriers in small spaces. Even though he played a undersized DE, he
showed good strength on occasions and will definitely benefits from standing up rushing as opposed to
putting his hands in the dirt.

READ AND REACT: 6.0
Comment: Great ball skills
INITIAL QUICKS: 7.0
Comment: Quick on the line. Great first step.
PLAY STRENGTH: 6.0
Comment: Again undersized DE, but showed a solid bull rush at times
USE OF HANDS:

5.5

Comment: Needs improve with his hands, when separating from Olineman.
SHED BLOCKER: 5.5
Comment: Struggled at times allowing blockers to engage and loss his leverage.

RUN AT HIM: 5.0
Comment: Struggled st time when facing offensive tackles getting stood up.
PURSUIT/RANGE: 6.0
Comment: Great motor and pursuing in traffic.
TACKLING: 6.0
Comment: Sure tackler who wraps up ball carrier.
CLOSING BURST: 5.5
Comment: Closes well in a short space rather than long distances.
POWER RUSH: 5.0
Comment: Dominated TE’s but sometimes struggled with Offensive Tackles.
SPEED RUSH: 6.5
Comment: Great burst and quick feet.
ERRORS: 6.0
Comment: Over pursues on occasions.

CRITICAL FACTORS:
Size: 6.0.

Initial Quicks: 6.0

Play Str: 5.0. Competes: 6.0
Play Speed: 5.5. Instincts: 5.5

STRONG POINTS: Played a lot of games in college and has great experience. Smart and disciplined player
who usually plays towards his strengths. Great first step and a solid tackler and disrupter, from sacking
the QB, forcing fumbles or tackles for loss.
WEAKNESSES: Not a strong bull rush at times and played against lower level competition.Does shed
blocks very well and showed signs of fatigue when matched up against larger offensive lineman. Needs
to work on pass rushing techniques and become stronger at the P.O.A.

No Combine Notes

Games:
Virginia Union and Wingate

SUMMARY:
Dominate on a Division II level and deserves some consideration for the NFL. Will definitely get his
chance. Had a very expressive college career and everything shows he is a fast learner and very coach
able. Definitely needs refining and his techniques need plenty of work… but has the size and length to be
a situational pash rusher in the NFL but will have to probably cut his teeth as a special teams player for a
few years.

